
Hidden 1781 

Chapter 1781 I Won’t Call You Big Brother, But I Still Treat You As My Big Brother 

He hadn’t been with Bei Bei for long before she disappeared. 

He was about to rush into Su Bei’s room. 

Old Master He hugged him. “Great-grandpa and Great-grandma have bought a lot of things for you, Gun 

Gun. Do you want to take a look?” 

“Okay!” Gun Gun remembered that his daddy had said not to disturb him and Bei Bei for the time being. 

They had something very important to talk about! 

He would wait for tomorrow, then! 

In Su Bei’s room, Lu Heting did have something important to do. 

However, it was not something to be said but done. 

After not seeing him for such a long time, Su Bei owed him a lot. He had to get her to pay him back 

tonight with interest. 

The next day, Su Bei woke up late. 

When she got up, it was almost lunchtime. 

Su Bei covered her face with her hands. How was she going to go downstairs to see the others? 

She was usually a good child and would eat breakfast with her family! 

Lu Heting walked over. He was dressed neatly in a suit without a single crease. 

Seeing that her face was red and she was in a daze, he could not help but smile and kiss her. 

“You’re not awake yet?” He lowered his eyes and asked gently. 

“Why didn’t you wake me up? Now everyone will know that I overslept!” Su Bei pursed her lips. 

“Grandpa and Grandma took Da Bao and Gun Gun shopping early in the morning. Even if you get up for 

lunch now, no one will know that you slept so late.” 

“Then help me get my clothes!” Su Bei quickly instructed him. 

At the end, when Su Bei went downstairs, He Jiang and Lin Xiruo were there. 

Well, Su Bei lost her face again. 

Lu Heting stood aside and held her hand with a smile. 

He Jiang glared at Lu Heting and could not be bothered with him. 

Lu Heting stayed here for two days and finally got some interest back. He was satisfied every day. 

Anyone with a discerning eye could tell that he liked this place very much. 



… 

Now that Lu Heting was around, the smile on Su Bei’s face widened. 

Although she usually smiled brightly, Old Master He and Old Madam He liked seeing her like this even 

more. 

Su Bei’s smile was definitely different now. After Lu Heting came over with the two children, they could 

clearly feel the change in Su Bei’s mood. 

“It seems that Lu Heting really dotes on Su Bei.” After observing carefully, Old Master He felt very calm. 

Old Madam He nodded. “That’s right. Previously, the outside world was talking about how he hadn’t 

come to see Su Bei for months and didn’t visit the He family either, so they suspected his attitude 

toward Su Bei. I was also worried, but I couldn’t ask Su Bei too much. Now, it seems that he’s really good 

to Su Bei.” 

Old Master He nodded. “In that case, I won’t worry about Su Bei anymore. And those two little fellows 

are really good…” 

At the mention of them, he couldn’t help but fiddle with his beard. He reminisced about when Da Bao 

and Gun Gun were wheedling beside him. No, only Gun Gun was wheedling. Da Bao was mainly 

responsible for being cold and smart. 

“In that case, is it time for you to tell everyone about that decision?” Old Madam He asked. 

“Yes, Lu Heting will help manage the family business for the time being. It’s time to tell everyone this.” 

Old Master He had also made a careful decision. 

Old Madam He said, “I’m just afraid that Shihui will have other thoughts.” 

“I’m doing this for the entire He family! What Shihui has done these past few times has confirmed my 

thoughts. The He family needs a more magnanimous and responsible person to take over. Shihui is still… 

a little petty.” 

… 

The next day, the entire family gathered at the He family’s mansion. 

This included He Xuyan and Xu Zhiqin, who stayed outside. 

As soon as Wei Heguang arrived, he went straight to Da Bao. “Da Bao, I’m here!” 

After a day and a night of correction, he reluctantly stopped calling Da Bao ‘Big Brother’. 

However, his words and expression still seemed to say ‘I won’t call you ‘Big Brother’, but I’ll still treat 

you as my big brother’. 

“Mhm.” Da Bao was still cold. 

However, this did not affect Wei Heguang’s enthusiasm at all. He found a seat and sat down next to Da 

Bao. 



Fortunately, Gun Gun was generous. He had already taken a seat next to Da Bao, so he didn’t care if Wei 

Heguang was on Da Bao’s other side. 

Old Master He coughed lightly and said, “Butler, bring the little masters out to play.” 

Hearing that they were going to play, Gun Gun immediately became excited. 

Wei Heguang and Da Bao both knew that the adults had something important to say, so they got up and 

left together. 

However, Wei Heguang was as excited as Gun Gun. If he could see Da Bao play games, this trip today 

would be worth it! 

The three of them quickly walked out. 

Old Master He then told the family what he had been planning for a long time. 

Wang Hui was surprised. “You want Mr. Lu to temporarily participate in the management of He 

Consortium?” 

Actually, Lu Heting was not surprised. He had already expected this. 

From the day he arrived and saw Wang Hui and He Shihui’s actions, he knew that the two of them were 

extremely petty and could not do anything openly. 

Old Master He’s decision was not selfish. It was for the sake of the entire consortium. 

... 

Since Old Master He treated Su Bei very well, he was willing to share the old master’s burden. 

However, Wang Hui was very unwilling. “Dad, shouldn’t we be in charge of He Consortium’s matters 

ourselves? Especially since Shihui is also in charge.” 

He Shihui clenched her fists tightly. Why couldn’t Grandpa see her hard work? Why would he rather 

hand over the family business to someone else than hand it to her? 

Old Master He said, “I know you’ll definitely have some ideas. However, He Consortium’s businesses are 

very extensive now. I’m old, and I’m not strong enough. I can’t guarantee that I’ll be able to get 

everything done just by relying on He Jiang and Shihui. Heting is only temporarily involved. When Xuyan 

comes back three years later, he’ll still have to return the management rights to him.” 

He Shihui held back the anger in her heart and said, “Grandpa, I can work harder.” 

Old Master He looked at her and said, “I don’t want you to work too hard.” 

Although he said that, he knew that He Shihui was not a good leader and was easily influenced. 

All these years, he had been observing carefully. He Xuyan had a calm personality, was tolerant, and was 

better at accepting opinions. He looked indifferent on the surface, but he was actually magnanimous. 



He Shihui looked magnanimous on the surface, but in reality, she was not. Even he could tell from the 

things she had done to Su Bei that Su Bei had no interest in the family business at all. However, He 

Shihui was unwilling to let her go and fought with her again and again. 

Old Master He was really worried about handing such a huge family business to He Shihui. 

He comforted her again. “Besides, you’re already involved in a lot now.” 

... 

He Shihui felt a chill in her heart. 

The others said nothing. 

This decision was made by Old Master He, so he naturally had his reasons. Everyone knew what He 

Shihui had done. 

From everyone’s perspective, Old Master He was taking the overall situation into consideration. 

Chapter 1782 Think About It 

However, to Wang Hui and He Shihui, the old master was completely biased! 

They were both children of the same generation, but Old Master He had placed more responsibility on 

He Jiang’s family. Was he really bullying Wang Hui, an orphan and a widow? 

Wang Hui immediately cried. “Dad, Mom, it’s because He Yi passed away early and couldn’t take care of 

us, an orphan and a widow. Now, we’ve fallen to this state. If he was still alive, we wouldn’t be in this 

state! He Yi, open your eyes and take a look. Your wife and daughter are about to lose their foothold in 

the He family!” 

These words made Old Master He furious. He Shihui quickly stopped Wang Hui from saying anything 

else. 

“Don’t hold me back. I want to say these things! What right do you have to do this? What did our He Yi 

do wrong before? What did Shihui do wrong?! Why are you treating us like this?! Is it because I didn’t 

give birth to a son, or is it because we’re easy to bully?” 

Wang Hui was not a cultured person. It was also a coincidence that she married into the He family back 

then. 

He Shihui originally had a lot of reasons to refute Old Master He, but after hearing Wang Hui’s words, 

she felt that her mother was being unreasonable. 

Wei Jiangfan sat at the side and looked at his mother-in-law with a complicated expression! 

“Mom, stop it!” He Shihui stopped her angrily. 

Seeing that her daughter was really angry, Wang Hui finally stopped crying. However, she still looked 

unconvinced. 

He Shihui said, “We’ll go along with whatever Grandpa says. The company was founded by Grandpa. 

We’ll accept whatever decision he makes.” 



Actually, she sounded a little unwilling. 

Why should He Jiang and his family take the majority of the shares of the company that Grandpa 

founded? 

Old Master He could hear that they were upset and was furious. If not for Su Bei persuading him, he 

would have fainted. 

After he recovered, he said, “Since you brought up the fact that I was the one who founded the 

company, I’ll tell you the story back then. Back then, I was indeed the one who founded the company. 

When the company was at its peak, He Yi got addicted to gambling and mortgaged more than half of the 

company, causing the greatest turbulence in the company! Later on, it was He Jiang who resolved this 

matter. However, the company was unable to recover and almost closed down several times. It was also 

He Jiang who turned the tide and saved the company when it was about to collapse. 

“You only see me letting him and Xuyan manage the company, but you can’t see their efforts. Can’t you 

see that the company’s elders and shareholders are convinced by He Jiang? 

“If the company were to be split equally between two sides, that would be the greatest unfairness! That 

would also be my irresponsibility to the entire company!” 

“What? You’re spouting nonsense. That’s not true!” Wang Hui immediately said. 

“How would you know? You’re always carefree and don’t care about anything. Of course, you don’t 

know what happened to He Yi.” Old Master He threw out a document. “Take a look for yourself!” 

As Wang Hui was not very cultured, she never took charge of things in the past. In addition, her job was 

to play mahjong all day long. Hence, she was completely unaware that such a big thing had happened to 

her husband. 

Old Master He had always felt that it would hurt He Shihui’s heart to say this, so he never said anything. 

Unexpectedly, Wang Hui had such thoughts. Seeing that He Shihui was becoming more and more like 

her mother, Old Master He could not help but take out the information from back then. 

Wang Hui flipped through it. No matter how ignorant she was, she could understand what was going on. 

He Shihui and Wei Jiangfan understood at a glance. 

He Jiang was indeed the one who supported He Consortium back then. He even borrowed a lot of 

resources from the Lin family where Lin Xiruo was from. Otherwise, He Consortium would probably have 

ceased to exist back then. 

It was only right for the old master to hand over this huge family business to He Jiang’s family to 

manage. 

Old Master He continued, “I won’t say anything else. Think about it yourself!” 

Wang Hui couldn’t believe this reality, but she had no choice but to believe the outcome in front of her. 



She did remember that her husband often went to the casino, but he said that he went to discuss 

business with a friend. Whenever he came back, he would be in a terrible fix. He would even want to sell 

her jewelry. 

However, she was really carefree. No matter how big the conflict was, she slept comfortably at night. 

The next morning, she forgot all about it and continued to buy jewelry and play mahjong. She did not 

care about her husband at all. 

She finally felt a trace of guilt. Later on, her husband died of liver cancer because he had drunk too much 

alcohol. It was probably related to these things. 

As for her, she did not even care about it at all. She just felt that the heavens were unfair to her. She 

thought that the old master and old madam neglected her family. 

Old Master He and Old Madam He turned around and returned to their rooms. 

When only their family was left in the living room, Wei Jiangfan said, “Mom, Shihui, let’s not fight 

anymore. Shihui is busy enough now, and our family is happy and comfortable enough. The money we 

earn is enough for ordinary people to spend for several lifetimes.” 

Wang Hui felt a little guilty. 

He Shihui wanted to say something else, but Wei Jiangfan said, “Shihui, have you ever thought about 

how long it’s been since our family last got together and had a good meal? How long has it been since 

you accompanied Heguang to the amusement park?” 

He Shihui was speechless. 

She had been very busy in the past. The work that Old Master He gave her was actually very limited. It 

was just that she had to spend more time than others to successfully complete those tasks. 

Compared to her uncle, He Jiang, and cousin, He Xuyan, she seemed to be lacking in competence. 

She wanted to prove herself, so she always spent more effort. 

Ever since Su Bei came back, she had been pushing herself even harder. Every time, she was either busy 

with work or busy painting to please the old man. 

Indeed, she had not spent time with her family for a long time. 

Wei Jiangfan’s status was actually not low, but he had always been very tolerant of her and treated her 

and her mother well. 

She suddenly came back to her senses and realized that if she did not cherish what she already had, she 

did not know when this man would leave. 

He Shihui broke out in a cold sweat. She had worked hard to get the position of the head of He 

Consortium so that she could live a better life. However, if this continued, she would lose even more! 

Seeing her face turn pale, Wei Jiangfan patted her shoulder and looked at her comfortingly. 

Lu Heting stood on the balcony and watched Wei Heguang, Da Bao, and Gun Gun play downstairs. 



He had arranged for someone to keep an eye on Wei Heguang because he was afraid that Wei Heguang 

would do something. 

However, after observing for a while and realizing that Wei Heguang was not like his mother and 

grandmother, Lu Heting felt much more at ease. 

He Xuyan walked over and handed him a glass of red wine. “I didn’t expect that Grandpa would ask you 

to help me run things back home while I focus on doing the things I want.” 

Chapter 1783 He Will Protect Her Kindness 

“I’m not helping you. I’m helping Su Bei.” Lu Heting raised his glass and clinked it with his. His voice was 

calm. 

He Xuyan smiled. “But I also owe you a favor.” 

There was never a need for too many thanks between men. It was obvious in just two sentences. 

The two of them did not say anything else. They leaned on the balcony railing and watched the children 

run and chase each other outside. 

Wei Jiangfan asked Lu Heting to meet him outside. 

Lu Heting happily agreed and told Su Bei before going over. 

“Although Wei Jiangfan is more tolerant and gentle than He Shihui, you can’t let your guard down. I’m 

always afraid of what they’ll do,” Su Bei reminded him in a low voice as she helped him put on his tie. 

“I’ll be careful.” 

“This is America, after all.” 

Lu Heting smiled. “Do you think he can scheme against me in America?” 

Su Bei thought for a moment. “That’s true. After all, Feng Ze, who has been in the United States for 

many years, might not be much stronger than you in terms of power.” 

“I’m happy to hear that. Wait for me to come back for dinner.” Lu Heting kissed her forehead. 

When Lu Heting saw Wei Jiangfan in a private clubhouse, he frowned and strode over. 

“Mr. Lu.” Wei Jiangfan reached out his hand respectfully. 

“Mr. Fan.” Lu Heting shook his hand and retracted it. He sat down and unbuttoned his suit. 

Wei Jiangfan did not have much of an imposing manner in front of him. He did not come here today in 

an imposing manner. 

“Mr. Lu, I’m really sorry about what happened to Su Bei,” Wei Jiangfan said sincerely. “Mr. Lu, please 

don’t pursue the matter on account that she didn’t cause any substantial harm to Su Bei.” 

Lu Heting glanced at him and said, “Then why didn’t you stop her every time she wanted to attack Su 

Bei?” 



Wei Jiangfan smiled awkwardly, but his expression soon became natural. “Actually, most of the things 

Shihui did previously were targeted at Su Lu and not Su Bei. At that time, we didn’t know that they were 

the same person, so it was inevitable.” 

“What happened the night of Grandpa’s birthday isn’t a small matter.” Lu Heting raised his chin. 

“That’s why I’m here to apologize on behalf of Shihui. Besides, we’ll never do such things again.” Wei 

Jiangfan was asking for peace. He wanted to bury the hatchet forever. 

He said, “Whether it’s business or family, it’s beneficial for everyone to resolve this conflict, right?” 

“I want something,” Lu Heting said. 

“What?” Wei Jiangfan asked. 

Lu Heting said a few words about Wei Yuxin. 

Wei Jiangfan thought for a while and nodded. “Okay, I’ll fulfill your request.” 

Lu Heting stood up and tidied his clothes. “Then I won’t pursue He Shihui’s matter anymore, provided 

that she never makes the same mistake again!” 

“Of course not!” Wei Jiangfan didn’t want He Shihui or his brainless mother-in-law to continue making 

mistakes. He needed He Shihui to suppress his mother-in-law. Those two shouldn’t be working together. 

Seeing that Lu Heting was about to leave, Wei Jiangfan whispered, “Thank you, Mr. Lu.” 

Lu Heting said calmly, “Old Master asked me to participate in the management of He Consortium, but in 

reality, he was making a plea for He Shihui. Old Master dotes on her. This is his way of taking care of 

her!” 

Wei Jiangfan was stunned for a moment before he understood that there was a deeper meaning behind 

Old Master He letting Lu Heting manage the family business. In order to resolve these conflicts, Old 

Master He had really put in a lot of effort. 

After Lu Heting left, He Shihui walked out. Wei Jiangfan said, “Did you hear that? Old Master Lu asked 

Mr. Lu to manage the family business because of you. Otherwise, do you think it would be so easy for 

Mr. Lu to let you off after treating Su Bei like that?” 

When He Shihui heard what Lu Heting said just now, she finally knew how terrifying Lu Heting was. He 

had already started to attack Wei Yuxin because she was the one who started it. 

For a moment, she was glad that she had her husband by her side. Fortunately, she retreated in time 

and her husband saved her in time. Otherwise, the consequences would have been terrible! 

When Lu Heting returned, Su Bei was playing with Gun Gun. When she saw him, Su Bei immediately 

smiled and walked past Gun Gun before throwing herself into his arms. 

“Hubby, you’re back!” 

It was great to have Lu Heting around. She hadn’t even done anything yet, but he had already helped 

her resolve the problem. Moreover, those who had ill intentions toward her were instantly KO’ed. 



She knew very well that He Shihui would not do anything else in the future. 

Su Bei really didn’t want to see the adults get involved in this fight for power and wealth, especially 

those innocent children. 

Lu Heting hugged her tightly and patted her back. His palm landed on her smooth neck and caressed it 

slowly. 

Not far away, Da Bao had a cold expression on his face. Weiguang was following Da Bao. When Lu 

Heting saw this, his heart softened. He could understand Su Bei’s kindness all too well. 

He would not let anything she did not want happen. 

He would protect her kindness. 

… 

Wei Yuxin didn’t expect Lu Heting to ask her out. 

When she saw the message on her phone, she was overjoyed. She repeatedly confirmed that it was Lu 

Heting’s name. 

But she didn’t know why Lu Heting asked her out. 

However, no matter what, it was a good opportunity for Lu Heting to meet her alone. 

After Wei Yuxin dressed up carefully and made sure that she looked bright and beautiful, she went to 

the location. 

She was feeling a little smug in her heart. It was said that Lu Heting and Su Bei had a good relationship. 

Now, it seemed that that might not be the case. 

She had seen many men like him in the business world. 

Soon, Wei Yuxin arrived at the agreed place. 

Lu Heting was already there. 

He was dressed in a black suit and sat casually on the sofa. His long legs were crossed, showing his aura 

and nature. 

... 

Last time, she had only seen Lu Heting’s elegant demeanor from afar. This time, she was so close to him 

that she could see his face more clearly. Only then did she know that this man had too many advantages 

in terms of looks. Just looking at him made her heart skip a beat. 

Wei Yuxin quickly stepped forward. “Mr. Lu!” 

Lu Heting looked up at her indifferently and said, “Have a seat first.” 

Seeing that there was no one else around, Wei Yuxin quickly sat down. 

Chapter 1784 Her Participation Was Unnecessary 



Lu Heting still maintained a calm expression. One could not guess his thoughts or intentions at all. 

However, it was rare for him to be willing to personally invite a woman to meet him. It made Wei Yuxin’s 

heart glow with hope. 

Initially, Wei Yuxin was still a little nervous. Now, she was even more certain that Lu Heting might have 

feelings for her. 

She was very confident in her appearance. 

However, if Lu Heting really had that intention, she still had to consider it. After all, he was already 

married. 

Just as Wei Yuxin was letting her imagination run wild, she sensed that another person was coming. 

She turned in that direction and realized that it was Wei Yumeng—her half-sister! 

Lu Heting asked her here too? 

All of a sudden, Wei Yuxin was no longer optimistic and became vigilant. 

She and Wei Yumeng had always been at odds. She was the one managing the family business. It was 

the result of her mother’s pillow talk with her father for the past few years. 

In fact, Wei Yumeng’s ability was not bad at all. Moreover, all these years, she had been eyeing her 

covetously, wishing she could take everything away from her. 

After Wei Yumeng came over, she also greeted Lu Heting. When she saw Wei Yuxin, she frowned 

slightly. 

“Mr. Lu, what do you mean by this?” she asked. 

Wei Yuxin also sat up straight, wanting to know what Lu Heting was up to. 

Lu Heting said calmly, “I invited you two here today because I want Wei Yuxin to give up her shares and 

management rights to Wei Yumeng.” 

The head of the Wei family had long left the company and was fooling around with women all day long. 

Wei Yuxin now controlled the company’s business. 

Therefore, Lu Heting didn’t bother with the head of the family and came to look for the two sisters. 

Wei Yuxin felt a little embarrassed when she realized that she had been merely fantasizing about Lu 

Heting. 

Hearing him say such a thing, she couldn’t help but snort. “Mr. Lu, what position are you in to say such 

things?” 

Wei Yumeng also found it strange that Lu Heting would say such a thing. No one would agree, right? 

Lu Heting threw out a pile of documents. 

This was what he had asked Wei Jiangfan for the last time. 



Actually, even if Wei Jiangfan didn’t give these things to him, he could get the information himself. 

However, he wanted Wei Jiangfan to give them to him. Only by getting Wei Jiangfan to give them to him 

could he truly forgive He Shihui. His family should pay the price for hurting Su Bei. 

Wei Yuxin and Wei Yumeng each picked up a document and flipped through it for a while. Wei Yuxin’s 

face turned pale. 

Wei Yumeng’s eyes widened. 

“What…” Wei Yumeng looked at Wei Yuxin. “Why are there so many loopholes in the accounts of the 

Wei family? Why are there so many fake accounts?” 

In front of the evidence, Wei Yuxin could not deny it at all. When she took over the Wei family, there 

were already many problems. 

However, in the past, her father was in charge, and Wei Yumeng also helped her. Hence, these problems 

were not big. 

After she took over, the problems became more and more obvious. If she wanted to establish a foothold 

in the Wei family, she had to produce a good report. She had to let everyone see the profits in order to 

convince them. 

However, normal business activities made it impossible for her to do this. That was why she worked with 

some of her subordinates to construct these fake financial statements and various accounts. 

Fortunately, the Wei family was a big family with a strong foundation. This move was actually not 

discovered by anyone. Instead, it allowed her to gain a foothold in the Wei family. 

Initially, she thought that no one would find out, but now, the evidence Lu Heting took out directly 

exposed her. 

Only now did she know why Lu Heting invited her! 

He didn’t have any good intentions at all. The outside world said that he was bold and decisive. Only 

now did she know his methods. Looking at Lu Heting was like looking at a demon! 

Wei Yumeng questioned Wei Yuxin angrily. Wei Yuxin had no way to explain. 

“Mr. Lu, thank you for telling me this!” Wei Yumeng said. “Otherwise, the hundred-year-old foundation 

of our Wei family will really be ruined.” 

“I’m not helping you,” Lu Heting said calmly. “The Wei family has a lot of business dealings with the He 

family. I don’t want the He family to suffer the pain of losing an arm. Therefore, the Wei family must be 

managed by a suitable person.” 

Wei Yumeng’s heart skipped a beat. She knew what he meant by asking Wei Yuxin to hand over 

everything. 

Wei Yumeng was not stupid. She immediately said, “You’re saying that if this is announced, the Wei 

family will really be ruined. Fortunately, the problem isn’t particularly serious now. If I take over, will 

there be any room for recovery?” 



“Yes. After thinking about it, I think you’re more suitable,” Lu Heting said bluntly. 

Wei Yumeng knew very well that her ability was just one of the factors. More importantly, she had never 

made things difficult for Su Bei. Instead, she was on good terms with Su Bei and Xu Zhiqin. That was why 

she managed to catch Lu Heting’s attention. 

This man was indeed terrifying. His feelings for Su Bei were even more terrifying. 

Thinking of this, Wei Yumeng felt relieved. She had always remained true to her heart, so she would 

never offend Su Bei even in the future. In this way, Lu Heting would not deliberately make things 

difficult for her. The Wei family would also have more help. 

Wei Yuxin’s mind exploded. Lu Heting and Wei Yumeng were talking to each other. They didn’t take her 

seriously at all. It was as if they could settle this matter just by talking about it! 

There was no need for her to participate! 

She couldn’t help but say fiercely, “I’m also part of the Wei family! Why should I give it all up?! Why 

should I cover up these ugly things and let you have it easy?” 

Lu Heting raised his eyebrows and looked at her indifferently. “You can call the police now or make it 

known to everyone.” 

Wei Yuxin stood up impulsively, but she couldn’t move no matter what. 

Yes, if the Wei family’s reputation was ruined, would it affect Lu Heting? 

Not at all. 

Would it affect He Consortium? 

In the short term, some damage might be done, but they would recover in a year or two. 

On the other hand, the Wei family would have nothing. Not only would the instigator be condemned by 

everyone, but they would also have to accept the crisis of bankruptcy and bear the consequences of 

going to jail! 

... 

Wei Yuxin didn’t dare to think about it anymore. 

If she handed over the company now, she might be able to keep a portion of her wealth. If this matter 

blew up, however, she wouldn’t have any benefits left. 

“Why? Why are you doing this to me?” Wei Yuxin held her face in her hands and sat back on the sofa, 

crying. 

“Why did you do that to Su Bei?” Lu Heting asked indifferently. “I remember that she has never 

offended you.” 

Chapter 1785 Older Brother’s Protective Intent 

Only then did Wei Yuxin understand that he did all this for Su Bei! 



From the moment he arrived in the United States that day, he had probably blacklisted her! 

Then, he resolved the He family’s matter with lightning speed and quickly pinned the blame on her! 

Why? How could Wei Yuxin have the cheek to ask why now? 

!! 

It was because Su Bei didn’t help her deal with Xu Zhiqin! 

She couldn’t stand Su Bei, but Su Bei didn’t do anything wrong. 

Lu Heting threw down the contract and said, “Sign it yourself.” 

He had said what he needed to say and done what he needed to do. 

Su Bei was still waiting for him at home. 

Wei Yuxin collapsed into a ball. After signing the papers, she would definitely be beaten to death by her 

mother. However, that was better than losing her reputation and going to jail. 

She looked at Wei Yumeng mockingly. “You’re so lucky to have colluded with Su Bei!” 

Wei Yumeng just lifted her eyelashes and looked at her indifferently. “You’re wrong. I don’t have much 

luck. I just don’t do bad things. Speaking of personal friendship, Su Bei and I are just ordinary friends.” 

… 

Lu Heting did not tell anyone else about what he did except Su Bei. 

However, it was such a big matter, after all. Furthermore, it was more or less related to He Consortium. 

Old Master He quickly found out. 

He sighed inwardly. Fortunately, Lu Heting was a friend and not an enemy. Otherwise, he would have 

been a huge problem. This person seemed to have quietly settled everything. It was really scary. 

However, with Su Bei around, he was not worried at all. 

Lu Heting and Su Bei had almost finished their work. 

She originally planned to leave just like that, but Su Bei’s former model friend in the United States 

recently got married and invited Su Bei to attend the wedding in the city where she used to live. Su Bei 

agreed. 

“Don’t go with Da Bao and Gun Gun, okay? Just let them stay here.” Old Madam He could not bear to 

part with these two children. When she heard that Su Bei was leaving, she was especially reluctant. 

It was good to have a chance to keep them by her side for two more days. 

Wei Heguang also hurriedly held Gun Gun’s hand. “Gun Gun, stay. There’s a lot more good food I want 

to introduce to you!” 

He knew that it was impossible to keep Da Bao, so he could only start with Gun Gun. 



After talking for a long time, Su Bei agreed to let Da Bao and Gun Gun stay. She and Lu Heting would 

attend the wedding and enjoy themselves for two days before returning to the country with Da Bao and 

Gun Gun. 

Wei Heguang looked at Su Bei. “Aunt, can I go back to the country with you?” 

Su Bei smiled. “I don’t think so. Minors have to follow their parents.” 

Wei Heguang ran to He Shihui and Wei Jiangfan and looked at them eagerly. “Can I go back to the 

country with Da Bao and the rest?” 

During this period of time, He Shihui slowly let go of the knot in her heart. With her husband 

accompanying her, she had been spending a lot more time with her son. The malicious look on her face 

and her desire for power had reduced a lot. She looked like a kind mother and was much more pleasing 

to the eye now. 

She smiled and said, “Your aunt is right. You have to be with me and Daddy. You can’t go.” 

“But I want to go with Da Bao.” Wei Heguang lowered his head. 

“When it’s the holidays in the future, I’ll accompany you on a trip to S Country. When you’re an adult, 

you can go to a university there if you want,” Wei Jiangfan comforted his son. 

Thinking about how long vacations were not common and how adulthood was still far away, Wei 

Heguang was not very happy. 

However, it was better than nothing. He was still looking forward to it. 

When Su Bei and Lu Heting left for another city, Wei Heguang waved his hand and said, “Aunt, Uncle, 

enjoy yourselves in the next two days.” 

This way, he could stay with Da Bao for two more days! 

Old Master He laughed out loud. It had been a long time since he had seen such a harmonious scene in 

the He family. 

No matter which elder it was, they would want to have a harmonious family and not have the family 

members turn against each other for power and benefits. 

If the children were always like this, he would not have to worry about anything. 

As Su Bei and Lu Heting were about to return to the country, He Jiang, Lin Xiruo, He Xuyan, and Xu 

Zhiqin were about to leave too. 

They were traveling the world previously. They only came back because of Old Master He’s birthday. As 

soon as it was over, they got prepared to fly off again. 

The house returned to its usual peace and lost its liveliness. 

As soon as Su Bei and Lu Heting left, Wei Heguang packed his toys and books. He moved them into the 

mansion. 



Previously, when Lu Heting was around, he was a little afraid. He didn’t know why that man was so 

intimidating. It was only when he left that he felt comfortable again. 

“I’ll give all of these to you.” Wei Heguang gave Gun Gun everything he had. 

His motive in the beginning was indeed a little selfish. He realized that if he treated Gun Gun well, Da 

Bao would think highly of him. 

However, after getting along with Gun Gun for a long time, he quite liked Gun Gun. Gun Gun was easy to 

get along with. He was sincere and innocent. It was the kind of pure kindness and cuteness that could 

not be seen in other children. 

In front of Gun Gun, it was especially easy for one to have a protective desire. 

Gun Gun was indeed very happy. It was his first time seeing some toys, and he found them new and 

interesting. 

Wei Heguang was playing with Gun Gun when Da Bao walked over expressionlessly and handed him 

something. 

“What is it?” Wei Heguang took it. 

“Didn’t you say that my phone was easier to use last time? I assembled an extra one to give to you.” 

Wei Heguang jumped up from the ground. “Really? That’s great! I have such a phone too!” 

Da Bao’s self-assembled phone was extremely smooth. It was more useful than any other model on the 

market. Moreover, there were many functions that the phones on the market did not have. It was 

outstanding in all aspects and attracted the attention of the public. 

Wei Heguang was drooling with envy when he first saw it. Now that he had received one as a gift, how 

could he not like it? 

... 

He immediately went to buy a protective film. 

Then, he started using it. It was indeed shocking! 

He admired Da Bao all over again! 

He made his own phone! 

Actually, he knew how to do it too, but the one he previously made was similar to an old model. It was 

useless, and no one wanted it. 

However, people would definitely want to buy this phone model that Da Bao made! 

Wei Heguang wanted to stay in the mansion, but Wang Hui still had a grudge against Su Bei and refused 

to agree. After dinner, she came to pick Wei Heguang up. 

“I want to stay here!” 

“There’s something going on at home today. Be good. You can come back tomorrow,” Wang Hui said. 



Anyway, she had to coax him to go back first. 

Wei Heguang could not persuade her and could only follow her back. 

... 

Chapter 1786 Unbearable 

When they were halfway back home, someone asked her to play mahjong at night. She agreed 

immediately and asked the driver to send her there. Then, she asked him to send Wei Heguang back. 

… 

The next morning, He Shihui arrived at the He family’s mansion. 

After all, it was rare for Wei Heguang to stay here, and he was staying with Da Bao and Gun Gun. She 

was very worried. 

!! 

When she walked in, she saw Da Bao and Gun Gun playing with Wei Heguang’s toys. She smiled and 

asked, “Gun Gun, where’s Brother Heguang?” 

“He left last night,” Gun Gun said in a childish voice. 

He Shihui thought that he was still young and did not understand the situation. She smiled and said, 

“Didn’t he say that he would stay with you?” 

“His grandmother took him home,” Gun Gun said. 

He Shihui felt that something was wrong. When she saw Old Master He coming over, she immediately 

asked, “Grandpa, where’s Heguang?” 

“Your mother came to pick her up last night. She said that something happened at home. What’s 

wrong?” Old Master He asked. 

“He Guang didn’t come back last night!” He Shihui’s heart tightened. “My mother didn’t come back 

either!” 

“Hurry up and call her!” Old Master He said immediately. 

He Shihui called Wang Hui. 

It took a while for the call to go through. 

Wang Hui’s voice was lazy and tired. “Shihui, what happened?” 

“Did you take Heguang away?” 

“That’s right.” 

He Shihui heaved a sigh of relief. “Where are you now?” 

“I’m playing mahjong outside. Wait, there’s another round!” Wang Hui’s voice was filled with joy when 

she heard the sound of mahjong tiles. 



He Shihui was so angry that her heart tightened. “Stop playing! Why are you still playing mahjong? I’m 

asking you about Heguang.” 

“I came to play mahjong last night and asked the driver to send He Guang back.” Wang Hui was still 

unaware of He Shihui’s emotions. 

“But He Guang didn’t come back last night! I thought he was in the He family’s mansion, so I didn’t ask! I 

didn’t see the driver either! Why are you still playing mahjong?!” 

Wang Hui was also shocked. “I’ll be right back!” 

Old Master He was also anxious. “I saw that your mother came to pick up Heguang, but I didn’t expect 

her to be so unreliable! Hurry up and get someone to look for him!” 

Da Bao handed him his phone. “I gave him a phone. Call him.” 

The call went through, but no one picked up. 

No one answered the driver’s call either. 

He Shihui’s heart ached. She immediately called the police. 

Wei Jiangfan also rushed over as quickly as possible. 

When Wang Hui came over, the atmosphere in the entire house was so dark that it was suffocating. 

He Shihui glared at Wang Hui angrily. It was Wei Jiangfan who stopped her from venting her anger. 

Wang Hui was trembling with fear. “I… I just thought that it wasn’t safe for him to stay in the He family’s 

mansion, so I picked Heguang up and brought him home, so…” 

He Shihui’s eyes were red. “Not safe? Did you bring him home safely, then? Why didn’t you tell us that 

you were coming to pick him up?” 

Wang Hui was in the wrong and did not dare to respond. 

She was selfish and did not want Wei Heguang to have too much contact with Da Bao and Gun Gun. 

She really did not expect such a thing to happen. 

“Have you called the police?” she whispered. 

Wei Jiangfan said, “Yes, but there are no clues yet. I’ve already arranged for people to look for them.” 

Old Master He and Old Madam He were also anxious. They kept drinking tea to suppress the discomfort 

in their hearts. 

Da Bao and Gun Gun sat quietly at the side without saying anything. 

A moment later, He Shihui received a call. The other party’s voice had been specially processed. 

Sensing something, she immediately pressed the loudspeaker button. 

The person spoke in English with a heavy accent, “Wei Heguang is in our hands. Prepare a ransom of 100 

million USD for the exchange! You’re not allowed to call the police!” 



She was about to say something when the other party hung up. 

He Shihui almost fainted! 

Old Madam He was so anxious that her voice was unsteady. “Heguang was kidnapped!” 

Everyone panicked. 

These wealthy families had actually heard of such things before. Hence, when children went out, they 

usually took safety measures by bringing along drivers and bodyguards. 

It was easy to be targeted. Everyone knew that these families could fork out money and they valued 

their children, so some people would specially target them. 

If Wang Hui had not panicked and done such a thing, this situation would not have happened. 

Wang Hui immediately asked, “Did Lu Heting and Su Bei do it?” 

Old Madam He said angrily, “Drag her out and lock her up!” 

At a time like this, she was still stupid enough to say such things. Old Madam He could not tolerate it! 

Wang Hui also knew that she had misspoken. Without waiting for anyone to come, she shrank to the 

side to show that she was in the wrong. 

... 

Old Madam He was in no mood to care about her and let her stay. 

Of course, the others knew that Lu Heting and Su Bei couldn’t have done it. How could they be so 

stupid? 

He Shihui grabbed Wei Jiangfan’s hand. “Hubby, should we call the police or something?” 

She was already in a mess and did not know what to do. 

If she didn’t call the police, would she have to pay them directly? 

Previously, the children of a few families were also kidnapped. After the kidnappers were paid, they 

killed the hostages. It made people tremble in fear when they heard the news. It was even more painful 

for those families to lose both their children’s lives and money. 

However, there had been precedents when it came to calling the police. When the kidnappers found out 

that the families had called the police, they would kill the hostages in a fit of anger. 

At the thought of this, He Shihui really wanted to faint. 

Wei Jiangfan calmed down a little. “Let’s wait for a while. I’ll get someone to gather the money first and 

see if I can stabilize the situation as much as possible. Then, I’ll find out the kidnappers’ whereabouts.” 

Old Master He said, “Jiangfan is right. Let’s gather the money first.” 

Although the two families couldn’t fork out 100 million USD just like that, they could if given some time. 

... 



As long as they could protect Little Heguang, the entire family was willing to do anything! 

Wei Jiangfan and Old Master He had already gotten someone to gather the money. 

Old Madam He sat in the living room helplessly, crying with He Shihui. 

In the afternoon, the police came to visit them. 

It was because they found the body of the driver who was supposed to send Heguang home. 

Hearing the news, Old Madam He and He Shihui fainted at the same time. 

When He Shihui woke up, she saw Wei Jiangfan in front of her and could not help but feel sad. “Hubby!” 

“Don’t worry too much. The police said that the kidnappers took the driver and Heguang away. Their 

initial guess is that the kidnappers thought the driver was too much of a hindrance and had no value, so 

they killed him. Heguang should be fine for the time being,” Wei Jiangfan comforted. 

However, He Shihui was not comforted at all. If even the driver’s life wasn’t spared, how gentle could 

those kidnappers be to He Guang? 

As there had already been a murder, they had no choice but to tell the police about the kidnapping. 

They told them about the kidnappers’ call. 

Chapter 1787 You Can’t Go 

The police naturally took it very seriously and investigated it overnight. However, there was still no clue 

and no progress. 

The kidnappers called again, but each time, it was for a short time, so the police could not determine 

their location at all. 

Old Madam He fell sick and lay on the bed. 

He Shihui was also dealt a huge blow. She was in an extremely bad mood. She regretted not spending 

more time with her son before this, and her heart ached for her son who was suffering somewhere. 

!! 

Every time she thought of the kidnapping cases that the wealthy families had encountered before, she 

could not help but be so shocked that she could not ease her mind. 

Wei Jiangfan was the same. 

He had already checked the information. In the previous kidnapping cases, less than 30% of the hostages 

were lucky enough to come back alive. Moreover, they all had serious psychological trauma. 

Among the remaining 70%, some were killed when they were kidnapped, while others were still killed a 

few days later for various reasons. 

But at this moment, he had no choice but to trust the police. 

“Jiangfan, how’s the progress with the police?” Old Madam He called him over 



“Grandma, they’re investigating,” Wei Jiangfan said in a low voice. 

“Let them investigate properly! As long as there are clues, I’ll reward each of them! They can have as 

much money as they want!” 

Old Madam He panted loudly. 

How could Wei Jiangfan not know that there would be brave men with the temptation of generous 

rewards? 

However, in this situation, they were not even sure where the kidnappers were. They had no clue at all, 

so there was no way to investigate. 

The police had already located Wei Heguang’s phone number and checked the cars along the way. 

However, they had no leads now. What clues could they possibly have? 

Wei Jiangfan had also used many personal connections to investigate his son’s whereabouts, but there 

were still no clues. 

Judging from the accent of the kidnapper who always made the calls, they seemed to be from Mexico. 

Many people there were illegal immigrants, and they liked to do such things. It was very difficult to find 

these people. 

It was unknown if these people had been watching Wei Heguang for a long time and had already made 

plans, or if it was a spur-of-the-moment decision. 

This group of people was the most vicious. Now that they could not locate them in this huge city, it was 

even more impossible to talk about saving Heguang. 

Wei Jiangfan was in a terrible fix. 

He Shihui broke down and fainted from crying a few times. 

Da Bao and Gun Gun went completely unnoticed. 

Old Master He asked the butler to bring them back upstairs and locked them up in their room, afraid 

that something would happen again. 

Now, the adults did not have the energy to care about them. If anything happened again, the entire 

family would really go crazy. 

“Great-grandpa.” Da Bao came downstairs. 

Old Master He was really not in the mood to entertain him. He said, “Da Bao, go upstairs first. There’s 

something going on downstairs, so you can’t come. Butler, bring him up quickly!” 

“Great-grandpa, I have something to tell you.” 

Old Master He didn’t want to hear what he had to say now. Doting on him was one thing, but the 

current situation was another. 

The butler picked Da Bao up and walked upstairs. He was also afraid that something would happen to Da 

Bao, so he did it quickly. 



“I might know where Heguang is!” Da Bao said. 

“Wait, what did you say?” Old Master He finally came back to his senses. 

“Before he left, I gave him a phone with a GPS chip. I’ve gone through many verifications in the past two 

days to locate him. I might know something.” 

The butler hurriedly carried Da Bao back. 

Wei Jiangfan and He Shihui also came over. 

Wei Jiangfan said, “Da Bao, we’re very busy now and don’t have time to play with you. Can you go up 

first?” 

He Shihui’s eyes were also red and swollen. She didn’t want to say anything. 

“Don’t you want to know Heguang’s whereabouts?” Da Bao said. 

He Shihui said, “Alright, then go ahead.” 

She did not want to give up another opportunity even though she felt that she was quite ridiculous for 

pinning her hopes on a child. 

But what if? 

The police officer looked at Da Bao with interest and said, “I suggest that we don’t let the little kid cause 

trouble at this time. Old Master He, you should get someone to take care of this little kid.” 

“Da Bao said that he can locate Heguang.” 

The policeman wanted to laugh. Looking at the short Da Bao, he felt that Asians were really amazing. 

They believed everything easily. 

If it weren’t for the fact that the occasion wasn’t right, he would have joked about it with his colleagues. 

Everyone was amused. 

Da Bao could not be bothered by him. He put the iPad down, propped it up, and began to operate it. 

Soon, a light path appeared on it. 

Wei Jiangfan was stunned, and the policeman’s expression changed. 

This was because this path was the path they found after the driver left the car. It was led to the driver’s 

corpse. 

They had not announced any of this to the public. Logically speaking, no one should know about it. Since 

Da Bao could figure out such a path, it meant that he was capable! 

Wei Jiangfan couldn’t help but perk up! 

He Shihui was also filled with hope. “Da Bao, can you find out more?” 

“There is something in He Guang’s phone that can be used to track him, but I didn’t turn it on at that 

time. After all, it involved privacy. But in the past two days, I forcefully turned it on so that I can locate 



him. But the premise is that the phone or the chip has to be in his hands. If the kidnappers throw his 

phone away, I’m afraid it’ll be a little difficult,” Da Bao said. 

However, He Shihui’s family’s hopes were ignited. “No matter what, I’m counting on you, Da Bao!” 

... 

Da Bao continued to operate. Soon, more routes appeared. The more the police looked at the screen, 

the more surprised they became. It turned out that the reason why the kidnappers could avoid being 

tracked was that they had changed their cars many times along the way and changed their route 

repeatedly. It was impossible to figure it out. 

Seeing Da Bao’s actions, the police immediately arranged for rescue. 

Da Bao said, “The kidnappers did throw away the phone.” 

He Shihui was about to faint again. 

He continued, “However, Heguang probably dismantled the phone I gave him halfway. He took the most 

important chip, so I can still track him.” 

He Shihui had hope again. 

Da Bao said, “I’ll go out with you!” 

The police were not too sure because he was too young. 

Old Master He was also very worried about Da Bao’s safety. “Da Bao, I’m worried about Heguang, but I 

don’t want anything to happen to you! You can’t go!” 

“Great-grandfather, the chip’s battery is decreasing, and the signal is getting weaker. If I don’t follow, I 

won’t be able to confirm He Guang’s last location, and we won’t be able to successfully rescue him. We 

can’t waste any time now. If you’re really worried…” 

Wei Jiangfan immediately said, “I can go with Da Bao!” 

... 

“I’ll go too!” He Shihui said. 

Chapter 1788 Hope Is All On Da Bao 

Old Master He was still deep in thought when Da Bao said, “Great-grandpa, we’re running out of time!” 

“But…” Old Master He really didn’t want him to take the risk. 

“Great-grandpa, don’t worry. I’ll protect myself.” 

Old Master He finally agreed and said, “Jiangfan alone can accompany Da Bao. It’ll only ruin things if 

there are too many people.” 

!! 



The police agreed and arranged for a thorough deployment. They switched to an inconspicuous private 

car. 

Old Master He kept reminding him, “Jiangfan, pay attention to Da Bao’s safety! I can’t lose another 

child!” 

He Shihui watched them leave. 

Now, all her hopes were on Da Bao! 

The whole family was waiting eagerly! 

The atmosphere in the He family’s mansion was very heavy. The butler and servants didn’t even dare to 

make a sound as they walked. 

It was so quiet that one could hear a pin drop. 

At this moment, Lu Heting and Su Bei’s car arrived in the courtyard. 

After receiving the news, they rushed back. They did not even stay for the wedding. On the way back, 

the two of them were very worried and arranged for people to help find Wei Heguang. 

As soon as Su Bei got out of the car, she hurriedly asked for information. 

Old Master He was old and haggard. 

“Grandpa, are you okay? Sit down.” Su Bei held him. Seeing him like this, her heart ached. 

“Da Bao followed them,” Old Master He quickly said to Su Bei. 

Su Bei’s expression changed drastically. “What?” 

Old Master He looked at her guiltily and told her what had happened. He could not bear to see Da Bao 

take the risk at such a young age, but he had no choice at that time. 

When Su Bei heard that Da Bao had gone out with the police, Su Bei’s eyes welled up with tears. She had 

the urge to kill someone. 

However, she saw that her family was in such a state. They were all worried sick, and Old Master He’s 

face was filled with guilt. She tried her best to hold it in. 

She also knew in her heart that Da Bao might have been too persistent in this matter. Otherwise, even 

the police would not have let him follow them. 

Lu Heting frowned and pursed his thin lips tightly. He held Su Bei’s hand and said in a low voice, “I’ll go 

with them! You go and accompany Gun Gun.” 

Gun Gun was already resting. Su Bei had already asked him. 

She was not worried about Gun Gun. She was only worried about Da Bao, who had followed the police 

out. 

“I’m worried about you. I want to go too.” Su Bei was frightened and pulled Lu Heting’s sleeve. 



Her fingers were trembling slightly as she tried her best to suppress her anger and worry. 

Lu Heting agreed and reached out to pat her trembling back. 

“I’m sorry, Su Bei, Heting.” Old Master He did not know what to say. At that time, the situation was 

urgent, and Da Bao had taken the initiative to speak. He really had no choice. 

Lu Heting knew about the chip Da Bao used, so he could locate him and know his situation. 

However, he could not follow them too closely. He was worried that he would ruin the police’s 

deployment and mess up their plans. 

Therefore, he could only park his car in the area nearby and wait patiently with Su Bei. 

Fortunately, Da Bao was really helpful. The police had only been gone for more than three hours when 

they received good news. “The hostage has been successfully rescued. The kidnappers have been 

caught!” 

When Lu Heting and Su Bei received the news, they drove straight to the scene of the incident. 

When Su Bei saw Da Bao, her eyes turned red. She rushed forward and hugged Da Bao tightly. She said 

angrily, “Who allowed you to come?” 

She had never been so angry with Da Bao before. She had never said anything harsh to him. 

After saying that, she couldn’t help but tear up. 

Da Bao did not say anything and just kissed her softly. “Xiao Bei, don’t be angry.” 

Su Bei’s heart melted. Seeing that he was fine, she was not angry with him. She was just angry that he 

ignored his safety and came to save Heguang. 

The child was too honest. Sometimes, it was not a good thing. It was too easy to hurt himself. 

“You can’t do it again, understand?” Su Bei hugged him tightly. 

“Yes.” Da Bao nodded. 

Wei Jiangfan walked over and bowed deeply to the three of them. Then, he turned around and got into 

the ambulance to accompany Wei Heguang. 

Wei Heguang was only slightly injured. Fortunately, the kidnappers had not dealt him a heavy blow. 

However, if it had dragged on for longer, the situation would’ve been extremely disadvantageous. Who 

knew what would have happened to Wei Heguang if Da Bao hadn’t arrived in time? 

This time, Da Bao was too tired, so he did not object to Lu Heting hugging him. 

When the three of them walked into the living room, Old Master He came forward to welcome them. 

For a moment, he did not know what to say. He could only hold Da Bao’s hand and nod repeatedly. 

When Old Madam He heard that Wei Heguang had been found, she felt better and sat up to eat 

porridge. 



Wang Hui and He Shihui went to the hospital to accompany Wei Heguang. 

Su Bei said, “Grandpa, I’ll accompany Da Bao upstairs to rest first.” 

“Go quickly. Gun Gun has asked about Da Bao many times,” Old Master He said. 

Su Bei hugged Da Bao to sleep the entire night. It was rare that Da Bao did not object or refuse. He 

obediently leaned into Su Bei’s arms. 

Lu Heting carried Gun Gun to his side and hooked his long arm around Su Bei. The family of four finally 

calmed down. 

Wei Heguang was fine. He only had some superficial wounds. He was discharged after a night of 

observation. 

... 

It was early in the morning, right before dawn. 

Wei Jiangfan and He Shihui did not bring Wei Heguang home directly. Instead, they went to the He 

family’s mansion. 

Old Master He was also worried. When he saw them coming, he hurriedly asked, “How’s the situation?” 

“It’s nothing major. They’ve already applied ointment on my wounds.” Wei Heguang was quite tough 

and was in a good mental state. He did not see the driver being killed, so he was not traumatized. 

Wei Jiangfan said thankfully, “I’ve also communicated with the police. They said that the kidnappers are 

part of an old gang. They’re very cunning and vicious. They’ve been targeting Heguang for almost a year, 

but they never found a chance to make a move previously. Moreover, I heard that they’ve killed several 

hostages before. The police have been looking for them for a long time! Heguang was really lucky this 

time!” 

He Shihui’s legs went weak. She had been in the business world for so many years. She had heard and 

seen everything. However, she had only heard of such a dangerous thing in the past. She had never 

thought that it would happen to her son. 

If anything happened to Wei Heguang, she did not dare to think about her life and future. 

Wang Hui did not dare to look into everyone’s eyes. She was the one who caused Heguang to get into 

trouble! 

Fortunately, Heguang was fine now. Otherwise, she could only apologize with her life. 

Even now, she did not dare to say another word in front of her daughter and son-in-law. 

Old Master He was also trembling with fear. “Fortunately, we had Da Bao!” 

... 

Chapter 1789 Steady 



Wei Heguang immediately nodded. “Yes, yes. Fortunately, he gave me a phone at that time. I wanted to 

know how his phone was assembled, so I dismantled it. When the kidnappers saw that I had a phone, 

they were afraid that I would cause trouble, so they threw it away. I was more careful and kept the chip. 

I knew that a powerful expert like Da Bao could locate me through the chip. That’s why I was calm at 

that time. I was just waiting for Da Bao to save me!” 

Actually, he was so scared that he was crying. He was just too embarrassed to say it. 

However, it was also true that he was counting on the chip to save him. He was not exaggerating. 

As he spoke, Da Bao came downstairs. 

!! 

Gun Gun was following behind him, while Lu Heting and Su Bei were at the back. 

The family of four was extremely good-looking. When they went down the stairs, the sun shone on 

them. At this moment, the people downstairs were dazzled by the sight. 

When Da Bao went downstairs, Wang Hui rushed toward him. 

Lu Heting quickly stood in front of Da Bao, wary of Wang Hui. 

However, Wang Hui suddenly knelt down. “Thank you, Da Bao! Thank you, Da Bao, for saving Heguang! 

Thank you! Thank you!” 

Her actions were a little too much. Su Bei quickly reached out to help her up. “Aunt, don’t be like this.” 

Da Bao was still young. There was really no need for that. 

Wang Hui cried and said, “I’m sorry, Su Bei. I shouldn’t have treated you like that in the past. I won’t do 

it again.” 

Seeing that she had no intention of getting up if she didn’t say anything, Su Bei could only say, “Let’s 

leave the past as it is. We’re all family. It’s fine as long as we’re fine in the future.” 

Tears welled up in Wang Hui’s eyes as she felt mixed emotions. She was truly convinced by Su Bei’s 

family. 

Although He Shihui was not as excessive as Wang Hui, this incident was deeply engraved in her mind. 

Only now did she realize how reasonable Wei Jiangfan’s words were. She already had enough. This 

ordinary happiness was already the rarest thing in her life. 

Why should she pursue things that she could not control? 

In the future, she would do her part and be filial to her grandparents. She would accompany her 

husband and son more and try her best to assist He Jiang or He Xuyan at work. 

Wei Heguang went forward and pulled Da Bao back. “Da Bao, Da Bao, how did you assemble your 

phone? Can you teach me in the future? Also, how did you get the chip for your phone? It’s super 

advanced and awesome!” 



“I’ll teach you when I have time in the future.” Da Bao felt the sincerity of Wei Heguang’s family and did 

not hold back from him. 

After Wei Heguang’s matter was settled, Old Master He and Old Madam He quickly recovered. 

He Jiang, Lin Xiruo, He Xuyan, and Xu Zhiqin also rushed back to accompany them. 

After a few days, everything calmed down and the kidnappers were brought to justice. 

This time, Lu Heting and Su Bei were really leaving. 

Old Master He and Old Madam He were both very reluctant. One carried Gun Gun while the other held 

Da Bao’s and Su Bei’s hands. 

“Grandpa, Grandma, I’ll visit you often in the future,” Su Bei said softly. “You have to take care of 

yourselves. Next time, Heting and I will bring you to S Country to play.” 

“Yes, okay.” Old Madam He wiped her tears. 

The servants, driver, and butler brought out the luggage and loaded it into the car. 

Old Master He and Old Madam He kept talking to Su Bei. Su Bei’s time here passed by too quickly. 

During this time, they experienced a joy they had not experienced in a long time. 

Wei Heguang said sensibly, “Great-grandpa, Great-grandma, Mommy and I will come back often to 

accompany you in the future.” 

“Good boy,” Old Madam He said as she stroked his head. 

In the end, Su Bei got into the car and left. 

In her line of sight, her family members’ faces became more and more blurry, and their figures became 

more and more distant. 

Su Bei pursed her lips, feeling a little sad and happy. 

She had been in many families since she was young. Only the elders of the He family had sincerely 

accepted her from the beginning and doted on her as a child of their family. No matter what she did, 

they would always stand on her side. 

Here, she also enjoyed the warmth of a family that she could not enjoy at other times. 

Lu Heting reached out and hugged her. 

… 

When she returned to her residence, the fatigue from the long flight dissipated. She lay comfortably on 

the sofa. 

No matter how good other places were, they were still not as good as her own home. 

Lu Heting poured her a glass of milk and placed it beside her. “Drink something. You didn’t eat much on 

the plane.” 



“Okay.” Su Bei sat up, picked up the cup, and took a sip. Then she brought it to his mouth. “You drink 

too.” 

Lu Heting took two sips and let her drink it again. 

This way, it was an indirect kiss. 

She didn’t know if they were childish or loving. 

Su Bei burst out laughing, and so did Lu Heting. The two of them laughed together. 

The news of Su Bei and Lu Heting’s return to the country was not announced to the public. 

However, after resting for a day, they informed their family. 

Old Master Lu couldn’t wait to see Da Bao and Gun Gun. He asked Lu Heting and Su Bei to bring them 

over for dinner. 

The Lu family did not know where Su Bei had gone during this period of time, let alone that she had 

returned to the He family. Su Bei had never been willing to show off her identity, so when they did not 

ask, she did not take the initiative to mention it. 

Lu Yaolan sat at the table with a smug expression and said, “I’ve been quite busy recently. I’ll look for 

you for tea another day, Su Bei.” 

“Okay.” 

“Don’t you have any work or jobs recently?” she asked. 

Su Bei smiled. “I haven’t read a script I like, so I’m resting for now.” 

... 

“Then I’ll introduce you to someone suitable next time,” Lu Yaolan said with a smile. 

“How’s Aunt’s work at Nirvana Entertainment going?” Su Bei asked. 

It had been a long time since she received news about Nirvana Entertainment. She had been overseas 

recently and did not have the time to care about it. She actually missed it. 

“It’s alright. After all, Weijian has a good foundation. He’s quite good at handling things,” Lu Yaolan said. 

Old Madam Lu felt honored. “Yaolan had good management skills when she was young. She’s just 

showing off her skills again now. It’s nothing difficult for her!” 

‘If that’s the case, that’s good,’ Su Bei thought. 

After dinner, Su Bei held Da Bao’s hand while Lu Heting carried Gun Gun out of the Lu family’s mansion. 

After the four of them got into the car, Lu Heting frowned slightly. Su Bei asked sensitively, “What’s the 

matter?” 

“There’s a car next to us. It seems to be following us. I’ll go take a look.” 

“Let the bodyguards go!” Su Bei grabbed his wrist. 



To prevent her from worrying, Lu Heting asked the bodyguards to stop the car. 

... 

Chapter 1790 Don’t Know Him? 

The car was indeed sneaky. When the driver saw someone approaching, they wanted to escape. 

However, Lu Heting’s bodyguards were all very professional. They quickly stopped the driver and 

brought them over. 

“What’s going on?” Lu Heting rolled down the car window and asked. 

“Mr. Lu, this person refuses to tell the truth!” The bodyguard grabbed the person. 

!! 

“Take him away and make him talk,” Lu Heting said with a wave of his hand. 

The man wanted to cover his face with his hands, but Su Bei still recognized him. “Gao Ban?” 

However, Gao Ban had already been taken away. 

“You know him?” 

“He’s from Nirvana Entertainment. He’s working with Brother Yue Ze now. He must have something to 

do here. Tell the bodyguards not to make things difficult for him and bring him back first. I’ll change my 

clothes and go see him,” Su Bei quickly said. 

Lu Heting held her down. “You just came back. You haven’t rested for two days.” 

“But I can’t ignore it if something has happened to Nirvana Entertainment.” 

Lu Heting knew how important Nirvana Entertainment was to her. She had nurtured almost everyone 

there. If anything happened to them, she would not be at ease. 

“At least go back first.” Lu Heting didn’t stop her. “I’ll get someone to bring him over.” 

He called his bodyguards and gave them instructions. 

Soon, Su Bei returned home. She changed into men’s clothes and dressed up as an extremely ordinary 

person. Then, she took her bag and went out. Seeing Lu Heting looking at her eagerly, she turned 

around and left a kiss on his face before leaving. 

“I really didn’t do anything bad! Let go of me!” Gao Ban had been restrained by the bodyguards for a 

long time. Although the other party didn’t make things difficult for him, he was still quite worried. 

“Let him go!” Su Bei walked out. 

The bodyguards had already been told that President Su of Nirvana Entertainment would come and take 

this man away, so when they saw her, they acted appropriately. 

“President Su!” Gao Ban said in surprise, “You’re here to save me?” 

“What are you doing sneaking around outside the Lu family’s mansion?” 



“N-Nothing,” he said evasively. 

It was obvious that something was wrong with him. Gao Ban was not good at hiding it. Did he think Su 

Bei did not know him well enough? 

“That place is the private property of the Lu family. If you follow them there and get caught, they can 

sue you. Do you believe me?” 

Gao Ban quickly waved his hand. “I really didn’t have any bad intentions. I was just looking for Lu Yaolan, 

President Lu!” 

When Su Bei heard this, she knew that something had happened to Nirvana Entertainment. She asked, 

“What’s going on?” 

Gao Ban said awkwardly, “Brother Yue Ze doesn’t want me to tell you. He said that you’re quite busy 

and have your own matters to attend to. How can we cause you trouble?” 

Yue Ze actually knew Su Bei’s identity too well. He knew about her relationship with Lu Yaolan and Su 

Bei’s difficulties in the Lu family. He did not want to make things difficult for her. 

However, he did not tell Gao Ban the reason. 

“Aren’t you being wishy-washy? What’s the matter?” Su Bei emphasized. She knew that if she wasn’t 

ruthless, he wouldn’t tell the truth. 

“Something happened to Ji Rufeng,” Gao Ban said. “I’m here to settle it with President Lu!” 

Only then did he tell her everything. 

It turned out that ever since Ji Rufeng was promoted by Xu Zhiqin, he had been very popular. He had 

starred in two movies in a row, and the third movie was also on the verge of success. 

When Xu Zhiqin was not around, he followed Yue Ze and prospered. 

Generally speaking, a newcomer who starred in three movies in a row could confirm their status in the 

industry. As long as they did not court death, they would do well in the future. 

At the same time, he might also be in the way of many people. Currently, the most promising people in 

the market were him and a male artist from another company, Tong Yan. Almost all the endorsements, 

TV shows, and variety shows were handed to them. 

Nirvana Entertainment was also confident that they could promote Ji Rufeng and make him an icon for 

his generation. 

However, just as his and Tong Yan’s new show was about to be broadcasted, something happened to Ji 

Rufeng. 

Yu Lan, a small-time actress with only a few lines in the movie, who was filming a movie with him, 

publicly accused Ji Rufeng of sexually assaulting her. Currently, the police were involved. 

Nirvana Entertainment naturally had to spare no effort to protect Ji Rufeng. Moreover, Yue Ze had 

already understood that it was impossible for Ji Rufeng to have sexually assaulted Yu Lan. 



However, public opinion was very bad now. The police’s evidence could only be released after 

everything was confirmed. Coincidentally, Lu Yaolan had the password to Ji Rufeng and Nirvana 

Entertainment’s official Weibo! 

Gao Ban was here to settle something with Lu Yaolan today. He hoped to get the password and send out 

a clarification first. 

Su Bei was furious. “Have you called her?” 

“Yes. She thinks that since Ji Rufeng is involved in such a matter, he should just be banned. There’s no 

need to work hard to help him anymore. She doesn’t even listen to the evidence that Ji Rufeng is 

innocent,” Gao Ban said. 

“Doesn’t she know how much loss this will bring to Nirvana Entertainment?” Su Bei asked. 

“How could she not know?” At the mention of this, Gao Ban was filled with anger. “She’s using her 

official power for personal revenge! Previously, she promoted all kinds of policies and overturned all the 

rules you established. Ji Rufeng was the one who objected the most. Every time she bad-mouthed you, Ji 

Rufeng would be the first to stand up and point out the contradictions in her words. She has long 

disliked Ji Rufeng. But Ji Rufeng was popular, so she didn’t have much of a chance to do anything to him. 

“I think she has been waiting for this to happen. Coincidentally, she even obtained the passwords to Ji 

Rufeng’s and Nirvana Entertainment’s accounts at this critical moment! She’s simply forcing us to our 

deaths!” 

At the mention of this, Gao Ban couldn’t help but cover his head. “At this time, we can’t let the outside 

world know that we’re having internal strife. Brother Yue Ze can only mediate with all his might, but 

President Lu won’t appear or resolve the matter. We’re really in a passive position! Ji Rufeng is also 

being scolded very badly!” 

It had been so long since Su Bei had paid attention to domestic entertainment news. Hearing this, she 

immediately opened Weibo. 

Sure enough, the internet was already filled with curses. 

Sexual abuse was a huge scandal no matter where it happened or who it happened to. It was also one of 

the most hated and intolerable acts in the outside world. 

As soon as some clues appeared on the internet, Ji Rufeng was scolded badly. 

The comments section was tragic. [He should get out of the entertainment industry! They’ll never be 

hired again!] 

[Boycott his new show and never watch any more of his works!] 

[It’s really ironic. He has such good resources, and so many women like him, yet he still did such a thing. 

He just wants to enjoy the feeling of controlling others, right? Such a person is really evil!] 

... 

 


